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Shri N.Ram: The Politics of citizenship in India

Uppar Kainsari village is situated

close to the Gandhamardan Iron Ore

mine being operated by State-run

Odisha Mining Corporation (OMC).

Iron ore mining and its transportation

have harmed the health of the tribal

population. Locals have long been

protesting repeatedly against mining.

Reports have surfaced that even after

several allegations, the fate of this

village doesn't change. A man in

Odisha's keonjhar district, died after

his family members branded him

multiple times on the stomach with

a hot iron rod to...

‘Janabadi’ Bureau Review

‘Janabadi’ Bureau Review

Supreme Court Justice D.Y

Chandrachud made the remarks on

Monday. However, Justice

Chandrachud made the remarks

outside the courtroom. This comment

is of great importance to the entire

country, especially to the Government

of India and all the States of India.

Justice Chandrachud was speaking at

Indo-US Joint Summer Conference

on Indo-US legal ties on Monday

evening when he underscored that no

law can be employed to harass

citizens and take away their freedom.

Man dies after being
branded with a hot

iron rod "to cure TB"

The Narendra Modi government's

plan to build a Hindu state is an

adversary to the same civil system,

which is a violation of the

fundamental principles of the Indian

Constitution. The condition of the

exploited group will be in dire straits.

This evidence is seen by the situation

in Assam during the implementation

of the NRC. The current government

does not have a population policy in

place. Even the CAA came under the

UPA government in 2004. For the

first time, the 2019 CAA provides

for the provision of religious

citizenship under Indian law. The

poisonous seeds of communalism

have been sown through CAA, NRC,

and NPR. It has to be strongly

opposed. Speaking on the occasion

of the 85th birth anniversary of Late

‘Janabadi’ Bureau Review

Anti-terror law should not be misused to quell

dissent or harass citizens, says Supreme Court judge
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Surendra Nath Muduli the founding

editor of the weekly newspaper

Janabadi, a socialist and

humanitarian activist, Shri N.Ram,

the director and former editor-in-

chief of the daily newspaper 'The

Hindu Publications', made the

remarks. "Citizenship is emerging

with the rise of capitalism," Shri

N.Ram said at a Friday zoom meeting

on citizenship politics in India.

Historians have not found such an

arrangement in ancient Greece, India,

or Rome. Equal rights are the

foundation of citizenship. Neither the

United States nor India has complete

citizenship. In the United States,

which was created after the

revolution, white people had more

rights than slaves. Over time, equality

became the main and best policy.

Although the Indian constitution

prohibits untouchability, Scheduled

Castes and Scheduled Tribes are

discriminated against and deprived of

their rights. But over time, that is

changing. India was divided based on

religion, leading to widespread

violence, sorrow, and misery. Despite

widespread support, no decision was

made in parliament on religion.

Citizenship was not ...

Supreme Court judge Dhananjaya Y

Chandrachud has emphasized that

criminal laws, including anti-terror

legislation, should not be used for

muzzling dissent and that courts must

act as the "first line of defense"

against deprivation of liberty. Justice

Chandrachud added that the

deprivation of liberty for even a single

day is "one too many" and that judges

must always be mindful of the deeper

systemic issues of their decisions.

"Today, the world's oldest and largest

democracy represents these ideals of

a multicultural, pluralist society

where their constitutions are focused

on a deep commitment and respect

for human rights," said the judge.

Justice Chandrachud's remarks have

come amid outrage over the death of

84-year-old activist Stan Swamy, who

was arrested under the anti-terror law

in the Elgar Parishad case last year.

He was protesting against the

Jharkhand tribal people for defending

their forests, violating the law by

industrialists, and violating the rights

of the people. He was imprisoned for

a long time. He was not released on

bail, despite serious illness. He died

last week while in custody in Mumbai

while his bail plea on health grounds

remained pending before the high

court there. To eliminate terrorism he

misused the law, it is clear from the

death of Stan Swamy.

It should be noted here that false

cases are being filed against social

and human rights activists who

oppose the government's misguided

policies and actions. The conspiracy

is designed to silence...
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Anti-terror law should not be misused to quell

dissent or harass citizens, says Supreme Court judge
Meanwhile, Odisha's Dharmendra Pradhan has taken over as the country's new Educa-

tion Minister. A day after taking office, he paid his respect to IITs, IIMs, Central University,
and the National Institute of Education. Perhaps the Indianisation of Education was con-
tested by the secularist ideology, and the issue that has been added to it today is the glorifi-
cation of education. The topic we are going to discuss today is how school education in the
country is facing a difficult challenge. The Covid-19 crisis has left many schoolchildren
and students in a state of shock. One out of every two 10-year-old children, one student's
performance is affected. The problem has escalated during the pandemic. 15.5 lakh institu-
tions are closed in the country due to pandemic. More than 24.8 crore students have been
deprived of classroom teaching and learning for over a year. A recent survey by Azim Premji
University found that 92 percent of elementary school students have failed to remember the
subjects of mathematics and language. It is unknown at this time how effective is education
through "live broadcast" on the radio and television programs. An annual report on online
education from 2020 shows that an average of 60 percent of students at home are studying
on television and smartphones. Technically driven education policies have helped them.
But the question is, how many children, or how many percent of children, have been suc-
cessful by studying in this technology-driven education policy? The government's propa-
ganda is that in the 21st century, the new National Education Policy-2020 will help children
learn. The idea of the National Education Technology Forum is to provide a platform for the
free exchange of ideas on the use of technology to enhance learning, assessment, planning,
administration. To ensure technology-based education in India. Affordable internet connec-
tions will be provided. Digital education is being taught based on the goals of Digital India.
A source learning platform is being built. The EdTech market is growing rapidly. Concern-
ing the emergence of startups in 2020, it is worth noting that there are around 4,530 EdTech
startups in India, out of which 435 were founded between 2019 and 2020. It has an average
market value of more than 80 billion dollars. Its size is expected to reach 30 billion dollars
in the next 10 years. Programs are being held under different names in different states to
expand this digital education. For example, Samarth in Gujarat, DigiSATH in Jharkhand,
Himachal Pradesh's HarGhar Pathshala, a community radio station in Uttarakhand, digiLEP
in Madhya Pradesh, and  Kerala's Aksharavriksham.

Despite this, more than 60 percent of children are still unable to connect with these
educational programs. According to the Annual Status of Education Report-2020, reading
and writing quality of education has been particularly affected during the pandemic. Forty-
two percent of children do not have a smartphone. Fifty-five percent of poorer families do
not have a smartphone. In rural areas, 35 percent of students do not have the resources to
read and write. Schools have been closed for more than a year due to Covid-19, which has
affected children. In its survey report in February 2021, Azim Premji University found that
54 percent of students had a negative impact on their oral expression or ability. Fifty-two
percent of students have lost their ability to read. Forty percent of students find it difficult to
write. Eighty-two percent of students have forgotten mathematics in their previous aca-
demic classes. The survey was conducted on 16,067 students across the country. A survey
of 70,000 students on the Myth of Online Education found that 70 percent of children do
not have a mobile phone or laptop. According to a survey conducted by the Ministry of
Education of the Government of India in July 2020 on the students of Kendriya Vidyalaya
Sangathan Navoday Vidyalaya Samiti and CBSC School Vidyalaya, 27 percent of children
do not have a mobile phone and laptop. The students said there was a lack of internet
connectivity. In addition, the slowdown in the speed of the Internet. The Initiative District
program, run by Accountability Initiative and the Center for Policy Research, found that
education was hampered at this time. According to the Annual Status of Education Report-
2020, the resources and facilities available for digital education are not available. The Hu-
man Rights Watch's report on May 17, 2021, "Years don't wait for them" Increased In-
equalities in Children's Right to Education Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, highlights the
impact of Covid on education in schools and universities. According to the Right to Educa-
tion Forum's policy brief, one million Indian girls in India have dropped out at the high
school level. How to strengthen the future of 26 crore students in the country, is a big
challenge for the new Education Minister at the Center today. The glory of education should
be to fulfill its responsibility to improve the education of the dilapidated schools rather than
to apply Indian secularism. This is because even after seven decades of Independence, the
children of the economically disadvantaged, the tribal, the backward classes still are far
away from access to education. It is important to review social, economic, and gender in-
equalities, not just educational inequalities. The time has come for the new Minister of
Education to play a key role in how the children of those who are financially underprivi-
leged can learn and play their part in building the country. Not only in speech but also
education, for all to learn and grow, it is a great challenge to uphold the constitutional
responsibility for its real implementation. Because the challenge for the school's Education
Minister is that the future of millions of students is now in the throes of uncertainty.

Challenges faced by
Indian Education System

Meanwhile, Odisha's Dharmendra Pradhan has taken over as the

country's new Education Minister. A day after taking office, he paid his

respect to IITs, IIMs, Central University, and the National Institute of

Education. Perhaps the Indianisation of Education was contested by the

secularist ideology, and the issue that has been added to it today is the

glorification of education. The topic we are going to discuss today is

how school education in the country is facing a difficult challenge. The

Covid-19 crisis has left many schoolchildren and students in a state of

shock. One out of every two 10-year-old children, one student's

performance is affected. The problem has escalated during the pandemic.

15.5 lakh institutions are closed in the country due to pandemic. More

than 24.8 crore students have been deprived of classroom teaching and

learning for over a year. A recent survey by Azim Premji University

found that 92 percent of elementary school students have failed to

remember the subjects of mathematics and language. It is unknown at

this time how effective is education through "live broadcast" on the

radio and television programs. An annual report on online education

from 2020 shows that an average of 60 percent of students at home are

studying on television and smartphones. Technically driven education

policies have helped them. But the question is, how many children, or

how many percent of children, have been successful by studying in this

technology-driven education policy? The government's propaganda is

that in the 21st century, the new National Education Policy-2020 will

help children learn. The idea of the National Education Technology

Forum is to provide a platform for the free exchange of ideas on the use

of technology to enhance learning, assessment, planning, administration.

To ensure technology-based education in India. Affordable internet

connections will be provided. Digital education is being taught based

on the goals of Digital India. A source learning platform is being built.

The EdTech market is growing rapidly. Concerning the emergence of

startups in 2020, it is worth noting that there are around 4,530 EdTech

startups in India, out of which 435 were founded between 2019 and

2020. It has an average market value of more than 80 billion dollars. Its

size is expected to reach 30 billion dollars in the next 10 years. Programs

are being held under different names in different states to expand this

digital education. For example, Samarth in Gujarat, DigiSATH in

Jharkhand, Himachal Pradesh's HarGhar Pathshala, a community radio

station in Uttarakhand, digiLEP in Madhya Pradesh, and  Kerala's

Aksharavriksham.

Despite this, more than 60 percent of children are still unable to

connect with these educational programs. According to the Annual Status

of Education Report-2020, reading and writing quality of education has

been particularly affected during the pandemic. Forty-two percent of

children do not have a smartphone. Fifty-five percent of poorer families

do not have a smartphone. In rural areas, 35 percent of students do not

have the resources to read and write. Schools have been closed for more

than a year due to Covid-19, which has affected children. In its survey

report in February 2021, Azim Premji University found that 54 percent

of students had a negative impact on their oral expression or ability.

Fifty-two percent of students have lost their ability to read. Forty percent

of students find it difficult to write. Eighty-two percent of students have

forgotten mathematics in their previous academic classes. The survey

was conducted on 16,067 students across the country. A survey of 70,000

students on the Myth of Online Education found that 70 percent of

children do not have a mobile phone or laptop. According to a survey

conducted by the Ministry of Education of the Government of India

in July 2020 on the students of Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan Navoday

Vidyalaya Samiti and CBSC School Vidyalaya, 27 percent of children

do not have a mobile phone and laptop. The students said ...  4Page-7
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 Man dies...

Shri N.Ram...

discussed in our country until Independence. It

is mainly divided into 4 parts, which everyone

should know. In 1955, the Citizenship Act was

enacted in India. From 1955 to 1985, there were

no major ups and downs, and the situation took a

turn...

for the worse after the Civil Law Amendment

(Assam Special Provision) in 1986. The

Citizenship Act of 2019 has not been abruptly

amended. The CAA Act of 2003 came into force

during the 2004 UPA government, which was

arbitrary. The BJP is leading the Congress program

in a very toxic and arbitrary manner. It provides

for the provision of citizenship based on religion.

Citizens who have not been able to obtain a valid

certificate through the NRC have been denied

citizenship.  The first draft revoked the citizenship

of 19 lakh people, and later 40 lakh people. Many

of the mothers, fathers or uncles, came to India

from outside, but the succeeding generation was

born here in India. The NRC protests in Assam

were not religion-based. Geographically, they

opposed the granting of citizenship to outsiders of

any religion from a cultural point of view. Through

CAA, arrangements are being made in

cure him of tuberculosis.Thirty-four-year-old Bikash

Dehury of Uppar Kainsari village had dozens of

wounds on his stomach. He died on Wednesday.

Dehury is survived by his wife...

 Draupadi Dehury, a daily wager, and two sons.

His family members had been branding him ever since

he fell ill. After Bikash's death also he was branded

multiple times with an iron rod.

"Though Uppar Kainsari is only 15 km from

Keonjhar district headquarter town, branding appears

to be the first line of treatment for any disease in this

tribal-dominated village," said Sanjib Sahoo, an activist

working in the locality. Almost all residents of Uppar

Kainsari have suffered branding at some point in their

lives.  Mr. Sahoo said nine persons, mostly aged below

45, had died of tuberculosis in the past 18 months in

the village. "Very few men reach the age of 50 in this

village. Most men complain of constant cough and

chest pain. Since all the villagers are tribals and do not

have robust income sources, they cannot afford medical

care," said Sanjay Dehury, a resident of Nitigotha

village, adjacent to Uppar Kainsari. Mohan Charan

Majhi, local MLA pointed out that 15 persons in a

few villages near OMC's iron ore mine had died in the

last 18 months with similar symptoms. He demanded

proper health screening of all the villagers and research

to identify the root cause behind the fatalities.

At the same time, Bikash did not receive

government assistance, either from the OMC or any

medical assistance from the DMF. The villagers have

urged the government and the mining administration

to pay special attention to the village.

neighbouring countries to provide citizenship to

people of all faiths, except Muslims. In this way,

the Narendra Modi government has committed a

heinous policy of making Muslims homeless. This

is a violation of the Indian constitutional system. It

was placed on the Hindutva agenda in 2019. In the

face of Hindutva, the BJP government has been

discriminated against. An example of this was the

riots in the northeast of Delhi in February 2020. As

a result, the federal system has been harmed. States

like Odisha have also been affected. In the Indian

Constitution, a citizen is born based on birth,

descent, registration, naturally, the constituency

(Sikkim). But with this population, the BJP has been

politicizing much. One nation, one people, one

culture is part of it. He described Muslims as

infiltrators and Hindus as refugees. The Congress

and the Left have accused the West and 27.01

percent of the total population of West Bengal and

39 percent of the total population of Assam of

infiltrating Muslims. It also raised the issue in the

elections. 2021 has created religious hatred in West

Bengal, Tamil Nadu, Assam, and Kerala. The BJP

has been discriminating against Hindutva and its

population since its inception.

The policy that is currently in force, been

involved in election manifestos since 1989. The

manifesto explicitly identifies and expels

Bangladeshi infiltrators, excludes them from the

voter list, and places them in detention centers. To

implement it, secular laws, population policies have

been amended. Emphasis is placed on issuing

national identity cards. Digitization will be done

through biometric verification. The NRC is being

used as its raw material. India is considered a normal

country for Hindus, and for financial reasons, it is

opposed to granting citizenship to Muslims. Today

is the challenge. At the event, the audience discussed

various issues, including the Rohingya issue and

dual citizenship, with N. Ram. The event paid

homage to Late Surendra Nath Mudali and informed

them that he had fought for the formation of a society

free of discrimination and corruption throughout

his life. Dipti Ranjan Lenka Preliminary

Information, Former Chancellor of Berhampur

University Dr. Jayant Mohapatra introduced the

guests, Sangram Mudali managed the program and

Alikishore Patnaik thanked them.

(Reporting by Gargi Satpathi)

Anti-terror law ...

those who work for the protection of democracy

in a democracy. Social and human rights activists

are being prosecuted under the Anti-Terror Law or

UPA. However, 85 percent of cases have been filed

in which the police are unable to file a complaint

or have no evidence. The federal and state

governments are trying to silence the voices of

those who oppose them. Such sedition cases have

been on the rise in the last seven years. The

number of such cases has increased since the BJP-

led government came to power at the Center. For

example, students of Jawaharlal Nehru University,

Aligarh Muslim University, Osmania University

(Hyderabad), and Banaras Hindu University had

tried to protest when they had dissatisfaction, and

their voices were muzzled. The nationwide

student movement had been rocked due to rising

university fees, student scholarships, the suicide

of Dalit student Rohit Vemula, and the

disappearance of Najib Ahmed. The government

began to suppress the movement, which is against

democracy and the constitution. Many students

were sent to jail on charges of treason. But the

criminal charges could not be proved. Efforts had

also been made to silence the voices of citizens

who opposed the citizenship law introduced by

the central government. Protesters also used

batons and tear gas. Its purpose is to suppress the

voice of dissent. As a result, the structure of

democracy had been shaken. Disagreement or

dissent is a major virtue of democracy.

Democratically negotiating the government is one

of the most important rights. Opposition groups

called for a boycott of the assembly, but no one

was injured. Be it opponents or the media or

citizens. Disagreement or opposition is the

fundamental right or fundamental right of

democracy. This is the main duty of the three parts

of the system, namely the legislature, the

executive, and the judiciary. Simply put, the

legislature, the executive, and the judiciary have

a responsibility to protect the fundamental rights

of citizens. The integrity and equality of these

three parts of democracy are guaranteed so that

no citizen is deprived of his or her fundamental

rights. It is the duty and responsibility of these

three major organs to uphold the rights of citizens

to express themselves.

Unfortunately, India has failed in this regard.

There is growing dissatisfaction among the

citizens over this. The international media is

critical of this failure of democracy. Suppressing

the voices of the opposition, silencing the voices

of dissent, is sending a negative message to the

largest democratic nation like India. Earlier, the

apex court had ruled that the expression "dissent"

is similar to a pressure cooker's safety valve. If

you don't allow the safety valve, the pressure

cooker will burst."  If left unmanaged, they can

be left astray and lose the right path. The party

that has been elected democratically and has taken

the door of the rule must implement or implement

the values of democracy and the constitution. It

is important to respect the law. Otherwise, the

rights of citizens will not only be curtailed but

the value of the Constitution and democracy will

be shattered. As a result, the goals and objectives

of the Constitution and democracy will fail. As a

result, citizens will revolt without justice. And the

result of the revolt will be the collapse of the

government!
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ADDING FUEL TO FIRE : FUEL

PRICE RISE DUE TO TAXES
The burden of the expensive market

has come at a time when people's

incomes are declining due to the

Corona pandemic. Corona has struck

people badly; inflation has made

people's lives miserable. Gasoline

prices have hit the mark. Diesel price

has also touched the century. Century

means the price of Rs 100 per liter.

The price of a liter of petrol is Rs

40.12 per liter and the price of diesel is

Rs 41.90 per liter after refining petrol

and diesel at the refinery to buy crude

oil from abroad and bring it home by

ship.

The central government will charge

Rs 32.90 per litre of petrol (Rs 1.40 per

litre + excise duty Rs 11.00 +

infrastructure tax Rs 18.00 + agricultural

tax Rs 2.50 per litre) and Rs 31.80 per

litre of diesel. (Excise Tax Rs.1.80 +

Extra Excise Tax Rs.8.00 +

Infrastructure cess Rs.18.00 +

Agricultural cess).

Under the central government and

the state government, the tax

distribution system is paid only Rs 57

per liter for petrol and Rs 74 per liter

for diesel. Additional excise taxes,

infrastructure cesses, and agricultural

cesses are entirely in the hands of the

central government without sharing.

Then dealers or petrol pumps are

charged Rs. 3.79 and diesel per liter

Rs.2.59 is given in the form of a

commission.

In addition, the state government

imposes a VAT of 32 percent per liter

on petrol and 28 percent per liter on

diesel.It is the central and state

government's tax policies that are

responsible for the sharp rise in petrol

and diesel prices. When the Modi

government came to power in 2014, a

liter of petrol cost Rs. 9.20 and a liter of

diesel Rs.3.46 Taxes were levied by the

Central Government. It was later

increased to Rs 32.90 per liter and Rs

31.80 per liter, respectively. Similarly,

the state government of Odisha has

increased excise duty from 20 percent

to 32 percent on petrol and 28 percent

on diesel. Gasoline and diesel have

become more expensive due to the

central and state governments' tax

hikes. As a result, transportation costs

have risen sharply.

The central and state governments

have to reduce taxes to make expensive

oil cheaper.

Odisha was closed down for six

hours on July 15. On July 15, the

Left staged a six-hour strike in

protest of the unreasonable hike in

essential commodities, including

petrol, diesel, and cooking gas. The

Congress, the Samajwadi Party and

Odisha is shut down in protest of rising petrol, diesel, and cooking gas prices-

the Aam Aadmi Party also supported

the strike, which was called by the

CPI, CPI (M), CPIML (liberation),

and the (All India Forward Block,

demanding immediate withdrawal of

inflation. The CPI (M), CPIML(New

Democracy) (CPI),  and CPI

(ML)RedFlag teams also took to the

streets to protest the July 15 Orissa

shutdown. The shutdown was called

from 6 a.m. to 12 noon. Proponents

of her case have been working to

make the actual transcript of this

statement available online. As a

result, normal life was disrupted in

many places. The public was seen

to have spontaneously supported the

strike as inflation skyrocketed. The

shutdown is said to have been a

complete success, according to the

Leftists.

KUK

Bhubaneswar

Kendrapada

Baleswar

Cuttack

CLOSED PROTESTS IN VARIOUS PARTS OF THE STATE
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Nayagarh Kuhudi Khorda
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Vacant Posts in the Central Educational Institution
Bhubaneswar (Bureau): Nearly

half of the faculty posts are vacant

in various educational institutions

starting from Kendriya Vidyalaya to

the Universities in Odisha. Students,

parents, and intellectuals alike hope

that the issue will be resolved soon

after Dharmendra Pradhan took over

as the Education Minister in the

wake of the years-long disruption in

teaching due to the lack of teach-

ers. In Odisha, Bhubaneswar now

has IIT, Institute of Biology Insti-

tute of Physics, RMRC, Regional

Education Institute, DM School, and

Military School. In addition, there

are about 40 Kendriya Vidyalayas

STUDENTS ARE IN A STATE OF DUBIOUSNESS

OVER THE REOPENING OF SCHOOL

Koraput (Bureau): All

schools in the state are expected

to reopen after a year and a half

due to Corona. Enrollment in

government and private schools

has begun observing the

possibility of reopening of

schools. Books are being

distributed to students in both

schools and online reading is

also underway.

As soon as Corona's first

wave subsided, the revival of

the education system began,

but  the  second wave has

shattered everything around.

As a result, students preparing

to go to school were again

disappointed. But now that

and more than 30 Navodaya

Vidyalayas in different districts of

the state. National institutes like

AIIMS are also based in

Bhubaneswar. Some of these central

agencies are under the control of the

Ministry of Health, while most are

under the Department of Education.

A large number of approved teach-

ing and non-teaching positions have

been vacant for years in almost all

central educational institutions, from

Central University to Kendriya

Vidyalaya. In some places, contract

teachers are being hired to run the

business.

There are 54 sanctioned teaching

posts for the Regional Education In-

stitute, while 26 teachers are em-

ployed here. As a result, the institute,

built for teacher training, is in dire

straits. About half of the posts are

vacant in DM school. Similar prob-

lems exist in Central Universities,

IIM, IIT, and IIMC.

Kendriya Vidyalayas in Odisha, in

particular, were once high in terms of

teaching standards, but now due to the

shortage of teachers, education has

been affected. Many such central edu-

cational institutions would have long

been locked up if there were no ar-

rangement of contract teachers. There

are also a large number of vacancies

Corona 's  tol l  has  s l ight ly

subsided, the school is expected

to reopen.

"If we are asked to reopen

school at any time, government

schools are ready," said Mina

Swain, headmistress of Koraput

Government  Gir ls '  High

School .  "Even though the

number of students admitted

this year has been declining,

many government  school

children are still struggling to

enroll in private schools," she

said. Due to Corona, the number

of children enrolled in private

schools has dropped. In addition,

students are charged a fee for

online education. Fees are

charged in some cases for school

maintenance. Despite this,

private schools are also ready to

reopen at any time, said Madhuri

Patnaik, principal of Pretty Petals

English School.

Koraput BEO Srikanth Jani,

on the other hand, said that

parents who pay for online

classes in private schools have

now decided to send their

children to government schools.

"All schools are ready to

welcome the students, just

waiting for the government

orders," he said. Now that

enrollment has slowed down, he

hopes the children will return to

school once the school reopens.

at the Bhubaneswar-based Institute of

Physics, which is renowned for re-

search nationally and internationally.

Bhubaneswar's AIIMS is well-known

for providing medical services to many

patients from outside Odisha. But even

here, there are many vacancies in vari-

ous departments, from professors to

assistant professors. In a key depart-

ment such as Cardiology, the AIIMS

does not have a professor for many

years. Now that Dharmendra Pradhan

and Ashwini Vaishnav have had a sig-

nificant influence in the Union Cabi-

net, it is natural to hope that the va-

cancies in these central educational

institutions will be filled soon.

Diganta School celebrates

its eleventh founding day

Niali (Bureau): The eleventh

founding day of Diganta Boarding

School, organized by the Sankalp

voluntary organization in Patrakana

district under Devi Kandal

Dipanchal, has been celebrated.

Gopalakrishna Mishra, a prominent

environmentalist and state youth Red

Cross coordinator, and President-

awarding professor was the chief

guest at the inauguration day, while

journalist Gargi Shatapathi and Apex

ITI Principal Sanyasi Panda were the

distinguished guests. Professor

Geetika Mudali joined in and planted

200 trees in an environmentally

friendly program for the staff and

students of the Institute for

Environmental Protection. The 10

bright students of 5 high schools in

Kantapada and Niali blocks and the

students who scored more than 80%

marks were honored with and prize

money. The occasion was graced by

Niranjan Chowdhury, Editor of the

Concept, President Chakradhar

Pradhan, Coordinator Mihirkant

Mohapatra, Principal A.

Jayalakshmi, Manager Jayakrishna

Champatti, Gyan Ranjan

Chaupattanayak, Biswaranjan

Behera, Rabindra Mohan Pradhan

and all the teachers and students.
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Smartphone : technical
glitches, education on a hilltop
Bhubaneswar (Bureau): The

emphasis is on online education

during the Corona pandemic.

However, there are some places where

students have to climb up the hill to

attend online classes. Because of the

weak mobile network, children are

forced to study in the mountains. The

children from Panchpattamali hill

Kakirigumma, Koraput wear a

uniform and go to Muktakash

Vidyalaya. The schools are locked up

due to Corona. The mobile network

connection in the village is weak.

People do not even have a smartphone.

Under such circumstances, imparting

education from the ward of sanitary

workers has begun on the hilltop.Girls

from the Kandha tribe, especially

those living in mountainous areas,

attend the model schools run by these

voluntary organizations. But because

of the closure of the school due to the

pandemic, they are more likely to get

married at an early age. With that in

there was a lack of internet

connectivity. In addition, the

slowdown in the speed of the

Internet. The Initiative District

program, run by Accountability

Initiative and the Center for Policy

Research, found that education was

hampered at this time. According to

the Annual Status of Education

Report-2020, the resources and

facilities available for digital

education are not available. The

Human Rights Watch's report on

May 17, 2021, "Years don't wait for

them" Increased Inequalities in

Children's Right to Education Due

to the Covid-19 pandemic,

highlights the impact of Covid on

education in schools and

universities. According to the Right

to Education Forum's policy brief,

one million Indian girls in India

have dropped out at the high school

level. How to strengthen the future

of 26 crore students in the country,

is a big challenge for the new

Education Minister at the Center

today. The glory of education should

be to fulfill its responsibility to

improve the education of the

dilapidated schools rather than to

apply Indian secularism. This is

because even after seven decades of

Independence, the children of the

economically disadvantaged, the

tribal, the backward classes still are

far away from access to education.

It is important to review social,

economic, and gender inequalities,

not just educational inequalities. The

time has come for the new Minister

of Education to play a key role in

how the children of those who are

financially underprivileged can learn

and play their part in building the

country. Not only in speech but also

education, for all to learn and grow,

it is a great challenge to uphold the

constitutional responsibility for its

real implementation. Because the

challenge for the school's Education

Minister is that the future of millions

of students is now in the throes of

uncertainty.

mind, all the teachers discussed how

to restart classes for them.

After much discussion, it was

decided that all the teachers would go

to the ninth-grader girls to teach. A

temporary school was set up at the foot

of the Nalco mine in Damanjodi and

Bhitargarh at a three-lane junction in

the nearby Panchpattamali hill. The

Muktakash Vidyalaya is located at the

base of a large tree in the hilly plains

area of the village. Similarly, there is

a network problem and technical

glitches when mobile phones are

turned on in the suburbs of Shirdi

village in Jamnagar block of the

Kuchinda sub-district. As a result,

children are climbing the hills to read

online lessons. And after classes end,

students return home before evening.

In such a situation, the school

headmaster is the only hope for the

children.

A similar scene is seen in the

village of Jhunjamani in Rayagada,

where lessons are being taught on the

hillsides. Here is an MBA student who

takes the children regularly to the top

of the hill and teaches lessons on his

laptop. Most homes in the village do

not have smartphones. And if there is

a mobile phone, there is no network.

In such a situation, children are

deprived of online education and are

taking lessons up the hill.

According to government data,

only 40 percent of children have

access to online education so far. It

seems as if the mobile network plays

a game of hide-and-seek with the

future of the remaining 60 percent of

children. In that case, the children's

future is in jeopardy.

THE REST OF PAGE-2

Baripada (Bureau): The National

Human Rights Commission (NHRC)

has issued a notice to the Chief

Secretary of the Government of

Odisha to provide a written

explanatory within six weeks and pay

Rs 200,000 in compensation to the

victims of forest workers in the

Karanjia block of Mayurbhanj district.

The complaint alleges that Shukmati

Guria, a pregnant woman from

Barahapanposhi village under

Mayurbhanj district's Karanjia forest

block, was beaten by forest

department employee Kavita Behera

on February 20, 2020, during a timber

theft investigation. She filed a

complaint and demanded justice. The

case was registered by the

Commission on September 18, 2020,

and a decision was made to seek a

report from the forest department's

chief forest ranger and the

NHRC : Pregnant woman is

beaten up, demands justice
Mayurbhanj police superintendent.

According to the Superintendent of

Police, case No. 27/2020 under

sections 294,341,323,325 and 34 has

been registered with the Karanjia

police station on Monday in

connection with the allegations made

by Shukmati Guria against the forest

department staff concerned. Kavita

Behera, a forest ranger, was suspended

for alleged misconduct. She was fired

from her duty on October 28, 2020.

Interpreting all these reports, the

Human Rights Commission points

out that Kavita Behera, a government

official, misused her power and beaten

up pregnant Shukmati Guria and

threatened her life, violating human

rights. Therefore, Shukmati Guria

deserves the compensation of

Rs.200,000 and the officials have been

asked to submit a report to the

Commission within six weeks.
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 Raibari wants to survive

Decoded: Why lightning kills so many people in India each year
Bhubaneswar (Bureau): Despite the

advancement of technological know-how, many

people in the country are losing their lives due

to natural disasters. Thunderbolt strikes are one

of the main causes. In the last year, 1697 people

had lost their lives in Odisha. According to the

Lightning Report 2021, lightning has increased

by about 37 percent in Odisha during 2020-21.

The number of thunderstorms has risen to 14.8

lakh in 2019-20, while it has increased to 20.43

lakh in 2020-21. According to the National

Crime Records Bureau, 35.4 percent of natural

disasters are caused by lightning strikes. A report

has been prepared by Climate Resilient

Observing Systems Promotion Council

(CROPC) that works closely with the IMD to

provide early lightning forecasts. According to

India's second annual lightning strike, from April

1, 2020, to March 31, 2021, 1697 people have

died in the country. According to the report, the

number of lightning strikes in the country has

increased by 34 percent in 2020-21.

Raibari, at the age of just 25 is pushed to

health disorder being deprived of treatment. One

cannot believe it without witnessing. The bones

in her body are all visible. The body has shrunk.

There is no strength to walk. Raibari is survived

by her three children. Human beings are living

in such helplessness today. It is unbelievable.

The five members receive only 15 kilograms of

rice for consumption. Her husband collects

wood from the forest during the day for cooking

in the house.

 Such a picture was found in the village of

gurudisahi, in the foothills of the

According to the report, 401 people were killed

in Bihar, 238 in Uttar Pradesh, and 228 in Madhya

Pradesh, while 156 people were killed in lightning

strikes in Odisha. However, in the last financial

year, the death toll was more than 200. According

to the CROPC report, the number of lightning

strikes in the country has increased by 34 percent

in 2020-21. Odisha, Madhya Pradesh,

Chhattisgarh, West Bengal and Jharkhand were

the worst hit by lightning. As a result, 401 people

were killed in Bihar, 236 in Uttar Pradesh and

226 in Madhya Pradesh. This figure is 53 percent

of total lightning deaths. A record number of

lightning strikes in Odisha have killed at least 156

people a year. The death toll is high, especially

during the pre-monsoon season. Most of the dead

were farmers, according to the report. According

to the CROPC report, lightning struck during the

monsoon season in eastern India affecting more

human lives, most of the people were affected by

pre-monsoon rains especially in Bihar, Jharkhand,

Chhattisgarh and Uttar Pradesh.

What is the cause of lightning?

Lightning strikes due to precautionary

measures not being taken claimed the lives of

many people, according to the report. Seventy

percent of people die under the tree during

lightning strikes. Another 25 percent of the people

are affected inside their huts. The Odisha-West

Bengal-Jharkhand belt is more prone as lightning

strikes originate from Chot Nagpur Plateau and

extended to Bangladesh to the Patkai plateau of

Meghalaya.  The report also said that global

warming, deforestation; widespread concrete

infrastructure, pollution, and erosion levels were

also responsible for the natural disaster.

How can lightning deaths be reduced?

States are required to create lightning

microzones according to their geographical

location, the report said. Each state needs to plan

for lightning strikes based on seasonality,

intensity, and frequency. The report also said that

the government should take into account the

IMD's assessment and take steps to protect it.

Gandhamardhan

hills of Bardapala

panchayat under

the nose of the

d i s t r i c t

administration. A

few months ago, a

woman, Raibari

Munda, was

diagnosed with

anemia and was

unable to walk. A

few months ago,

due to lack of

money, an

Anganwadi worker

advised taking Raibari to the local Bardapala

Hospital. There the hospital advised Raibari's

family to take her to a better hospital. However,

the family has not been able to rent a car due to

a lack of resources and Raibari has been lying

at home ever since. She wants to go to the

hospital, she wants to live," she said. As she lay

on the verandah of the hut, her eldest daughter,

who is only six years old, took care of all the

housework, cooking, and caring for the younger

children. The villagers demanded that Raibari

be rushed to a hospital at the earliest for her

treatment.

Witchcraft  suspicion, 14
families excommunicated

Balangir(Bureau):Villagers excommunicated

14 families on suspicion of witchcraft in the

district and evicted them. The unfortunate

incident took place in Nirmala village under the

Sindhekela police station in the Bolangir

district. A few days earlier in the village, four

young women were possessed by a spirit and

the villagers performed exorcism on them.

Similarly, some people in the village were

suffering from various diseases, the villagers

suspected the bhoi family living in the village

of their occult practices, and they held a village

meeting on the charge that they were performing

witchcraft. At the village meeting, 14 members

of the Bhoi family were beaten and villagers

ordered them to leave the village. As a result,

all 14 being afraid of life, have left the village

and taken refuge in a clubhouse in the nearby

village of Khunta Munda. On the other hand,

the helpless who have left their homes

complained to the Sindhekela police. However,

15 days later, the police did not take any action.

Nor has the local administration come up with

a solution. As a result, they are still in a state of

helplessness and are at the mercy of Bolangir

SP for justice. Similarly, some social activists

have failed to resolve the issue on their own,

while the action is needed at the administrative

level, they said.


